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Abstract

An important aspect of understanding nar-
rative text is identification of actors, its
mentions and coreferences among them.
Coreference Resolution in Hindi is a rel-
atively under-explored area. In this paper,
we focus on the task of resolving corefer-
ences of actor mentions in Hindi narrative
text. We propose a linguistically grounded
approach for the task using Markov Logic
Networks (MLN). Our approach outper-
forms two strong baselines on a publicly
available dataset and 4 other manually cre-
ated datasets.

1 Introduction

Narrative text describes related sequences of
events involving a set of actors and interactions
among them. The first step towards understand-
ing of narrative text is to identify the actors in-
volved and to resolve their coreferences. We de-
fine an actor to be an entity of type PERSON,

LOCATION, or ORGANIZATION. These actors are
referred in text through their mentions which
can be of three types: named entities, generic
noun phrases (NPs)1 and pronouns (Walker et al.,
2006).

In this paper, we aim to resolve coreferences of
actor mentions in Hindi narrative text. We assume
availability of gold-standard actor mentions and
their types; and focus only on resolving corefer-
ences among actor mentions. Unlike much of the
earlier work, we do not restrict the coreferences
to only pronouns (Anaphora Resolution) and their
nominal antecedents. In addition to pronouns, we
also consider generic NPs for coreference resolu-
tion. For instance, referring to the sample narrative

1A generic NP is a noun phrase which has a common noun
as its head-word.

[srdAr pV�l]A1 kA j�m [g� jrAt]A2 m�\ 1875 m�\ h� aA

TA। [v�]A1 [Jv�rBAI pV�l]A3 ev\ [lAXbA d�vF]A4

kF [cOTF s\tAn]A1 T�। [l�dn]A5 jAkr [pV�l]A1

n� b{Er-VrF kF pYAI kF aOr vAps aAkr
[ahmdAbAd]A6 m�\ vkAlt krn� lg�। [mhA(mA
gA\DF]A7 k� EvcAro\ s� þ�Ert hokr u�ho\n� [BArt]A8

k� -vt�/tA aA�doln m�\ BAg ElyA। -vt�/tA
aA�doln m�\ [srdAr pV�l]A1 kA sbs� phlA aOr
bwA yogdAn [K�XA]A9 s\Gq m�\ h� aA। [EksAno\]A10 n�

[a\g}�j srkAr]A11 s� BArF kr m�\ C� V kF mA\g kF।
jb yh -vFkAr nhF\ EkyA gyA to [srdAr pV�l]A1 ,
[gA\DFjF]A7 ev\ [a�y logo\]A12 n� [EksAno\]A10 s�
m� lAkAt kF aOr [u�h�]A10 kr n d�n� k� Ely� þ�Ert
EkyA।

Table 1: Sample Hindi narrative. Actor mentions
are marked with [. . . ] and mentions of the ith actor
are denoted by the subscript Ai.

in Table 1, we want to identify that various men-
tions like the named entities (srdAr pV�l, pV�l),
the pronouns ( v� , u�ho\n�) as well as the generic
NP (cOTF s\tAn) all refer to the same actor (sr-
dAr pV�l).

Coreference resolution is known to be a chal-
lenging NLP problem. Even for languages such
as English, which have good quality linguistic re-
sources and datasets, coreference resolution has
proved to be a hard problem (Ng, 2017). For lan-
guages which are relatively resource-poor such as
Hindi, the problem gets exacerbated.

Some of the approaches in coreference resolu-
tion in Hindi are adapted from coreference resolu-
tion approaches for English. For example, Dutta et
al. (2008) adapt the well-known Hobb’s algorithm
for Hindi. Certain approaches involve application
of linguistic knowledge for co-reference resolu-
tion. Agarwal et al. (2007) propose an approach
based on matching constraints for the grammati-
cal attributes of different words while Prasad and
Strube (2000) and Uppalapu and Sharma (2009)
apply centering theory (Grosz et al., 1995) for50



coreference resolution. Dakwale (2014) proposes
a hybrid approach based on dependency structure
and linguistics constraints to resolve pronominal
references. Mujadia (2017) proposes a hybrid
approach based on Paninian dependency gram-
mar, linguistic rules and resources like DBPedia
and word-embeddings to resolve nominal corefer-
ences.

Note that major focus of the work in coreference
resolution for Hindi has been on anaphora reso-
lution. Anaphora resolution is a subset of more
general coreference resolution problem. Anaphora
resolution focuses on connecting pronouns to their
antecedents which refer to the same entity. It does
not focus on connecting a generic NP to its an-
tecedent(s). Further, prior work for coreference
resolution in Hindi uses supervised learning algo-
rithms which need labeled training data to induce
the classifier(s).

To resolve coreferences among actor mentions
in Hindi narratives, we develop unsupervised
algorithms based on Markov Logic Networks
(MLN) (Domingos and Lowd, 2009). MLNs
combine first order logic rules with probabilistic
graphical models in a single representation. We
encode linguistic knowledge relevant to corefer-
ences in an MLN and use the inference in the MLN
for coreference resolution. Thus, the approach is
unsupervised, avoiding the need for labeled train-
ing data.

Major contributions of this work are: i) To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first at-
tempt at actor coreference resolution for Hindi
narrative text, ii) An unsupervised approach based
on Markov Logic Networks for coreference res-
olution in Hindi, and iii) A set of robust lin-
guistic rules encoded in MLN, despite the ab-
sence of good NLP pre-processing tools (e.g., no
constituency parser or semantic role labeller for
Hindi). The paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 describes the related work, Section 3 covers
the details of our MLN-based coreference resolu-
tion approach, Section 4 describes the experimen-
tal analysis and Section 5 concludes the work with
some pointers on future work.

2 Related Work

Coreference resolution is an extensively studied
problem in computational linguistics. Several au-
thors have proposed methods for coreference res-
olution. These methods can be broadly classified

into three types of approaches: i) rule based meth-
ods, ii) machine learning based methods and iii)
hybrid methods.

Rule based methods like the Hobb’s algo-
rithm (Hobbs, 1986) represent linguistic knowl-
edge about coreference in the form of rules which
are then used for coreference resolution. These
linguistically motivated rules try to model various
factors of coreference resolution such as gender
agreement, number agreement, semantic relations
like IS-A, semantic similarity, proximity or theo-
ries like centering theory based choice of referring
expression (Grosz et al., 1995). A key limitation
of such rule based approaches is that they require
extensive human efforts to represent and process
linguistic knowledge.

Machine learning based methods on the other
hand are “knowledge-poor” methods (See (Ng,
2017) for an overview ). These methods use
a labelled corpus to train models for corefer-
ence resolution. Recently, several authors have
proposed neural methods of coreference resolu-
tion, e.g. (Clark and Manning, 2016; Lee et al.,
2017). Though, neural methods have shown
promising coreference resolution results as com-
pared to other learning methods, they need a large
amount of labelled data and computational re-
sources. Hence, they can not be applied to low-
resource Indian languages for which a large coref-
erence annotated data is expensive to obtain.

In the context of coreference resolution in Hindi
texts several authors adapted methods for coref-
erence resolution in English. Dutta et al. (2008)
adapted the Hobb’s algorithm, while Prasad and
Srube (2000) and Uppalapu and Sharma (2009)
adapted centering theory based coreference reso-
lution for Hindi. Dakwale (2014) proposes a hy-
brid approach which first applies a set of rules
on syntactic information of sentences and then
incorporates grammatical and semantic informa-
tion into supervised learning methods to resolve
more ambiguous instances. It is important to note
that most of the work for coreference resolution
in Hindi are focused on resolution of pronomi-
nal references and not on generic NPs discussed
earlier. Recently, Mujadia (2017) proposes a
sieve-based hybrid approach for coreference res-
olution of pronouns as well as nominal refer-
ences. The approach uses a set of sieves using
Paninian Dependency Grammar, POS labels, mor-
phology and animacy features, linguistic resources51



like Hindi WordNet, DBpedia derived named dic-
tionary, Word2Vec and GloVe based word embed-
dings. However, this approach is supervised and
hence, needs a labelled dataset.

A recent work by Patil et al. (2018) is the
closest to our proposed approach. They use an
MLN-based approach for resolving actor mention
coreferences in English narrative text. They build
upon the output from Stanford CoreNLP corefer-
ence resolution, whereas we attempt to address the
problem from scratch.

3 Coreference Resolution using MLN

We propose a linguistically motivated approach
for resolving coreferences. As it is difficult and
effort-intensive to develop annotated datasets for
Hindi Coreference resolution, we develop an un-
supervised approach using Markov Logic Net-
works (MLN). MLNs combine logic with proba-
bilistic graphical models. MLN allows representa-
tion of linguistic knowledge characterizing coref-
erences, in the form of weighted first order logic
rules. Weight associated with each rule represents
its strength. An MLN is constructed for a nar-
rative which encodes multiple pieces of informa-
tion regarding actor mentions in the narrative. It
also includes the first order logic rules encoding
the linguistic knowledge. Inference in such an
MLN leads to the most likely coreference links
among the actor mentions, while ensuring maxi-
mum weighted satisfiability of the linguistic rules.

3.1 Predicates

We design several predicates which are needed to
represent the linguistic knowledge in the form of
first order logic rules. There are two types of pred-
icates:

• Evidence predicates: These predicates en-
code observed information regarding actor
mentions and their relationships in a given
narrative. Truth values are known for all
groundings of such predicates.

• Query predicates: Truth values for all or
some of the groundings of these predicates
are unknown. Inference in MLN is needed
to know the most likely truth values for these
predicates.

Table 2 describes in detail various predicates
used in the MLN rules.

3.2 Linguistic Rules

We express linguistic knowledge characterizing
coreferences in the form of first order logic rules in
the MLN. In addition to these rules, evidences are
provided to the MLN in the form of observed true
groundings of all evidence predicates in a given
narrative.
Ensuring Equivalence of Coreferences: The
query predicate Coref represents the coreference
relations among actor mentions, which is required
to be an equivalence relation. Hence, we include
following 3 rules:
Reflexivity: Coref(x, x).

Symmetry: Coref(x, y) ⇒ Coref(y, x).

Transitivity: Coref(x, y) ∧ Coref(y, x) ⇒ Coref(x, z).

Actor Type Consistency: A necessary condition
for any two actor mentions to be coreferences of
each other is that their Actor/Entity types should
be same. E.g., s\tAn (child) and sEmtF (committee)

can never be coreferences of each other because
actor type of the former is PERSON whereas actor
type of the later is ORGANIZATION. The rule is
expressed in first order logic as:
NER(x, t) ∧NER(y, w) ∧ (t 6= w) ⇒ ¬Coref(x, y)

Identical Actor Mentions: If Identical(x, y) is
true for any pair of actor mentions, then x and y
are likely to be coreferences. This is a high con-
fidence rule and hence is associated with infinite
weight.

Identical(x, y) ⇒ Coref(x, y).

Actual pairs of such actor mentions are provided
as evidences to MLN. E.g., In the sentence sr-
dAr pV�l -vt\/tA s�nAnF T�। (Sardar Patel was a

freedom fighter.)2, the actor mention -vt\/tA s�nAnF
(freedom fighter) is predicative nominal of the sub-
ject srdAr pV�l. Such actor mentions generally
refer to the same real life actor and these are often
connected through a copula verb. The evidence
provided here is:

Identical(srdAr pV�l, -vt\/tA s�nAnF)

There are some other copula-like verbs (such as
bn� (became)) which connect coreferent actor men-
tions. E.g., srdAr pV�l up-þDAnm\/F bn�। (Sar-

dar Patel became the Deputy Prime Minister.) Here, the
evidence would be:

Identical(srdAr pV�l, up-þDAnm\/F)

2The English translations are provided only for reading
help, the rules have to be interpreted for Hindi sentences only.52



Evidence predicates:
NER(x, t) True iff actor mention x is of type t

PronounLike(x) True iff actor mention x is a pronoun or a definite mention
Identical(x, y) True iff actor mentions x and y appear in a linguistic relationship which indicates that x

and y are likely to be coreferences of each other
LexSim(x, y) True iff actor mentions x and y lexicall similar, i.e. they have little edit distance or one is

suffix/prefix of another
NonIdentical(x, y) True iff actor mentions x and y appear in a linguistic relationship which indicates that x

and y are not likely to be coreferences of each other
IsAntecedent(x, y) True iff actor mention y is an antecedent for x which is a pronoun or a definite mention
Query predicates:

Coref(x, y) True iff actor mentions x and y are coreferences of each other

Table 2: Predicates used in MLN rules

Lexically Similar Mentions: If x and y are lex-
ically similar then they are likely to be corefer-
ences. This rule is associated with a finite weight
of 10 (empirically decided using a development
dataset).

10.0 LexSim(x, y) ⇒ Coref(x, y).

Actual pairs of such actor mentions are provided
as evidences to the MLN. Following is an example
of such an evidence:

LexSim(srdAr pV�l, srdAr v¥BBAI pV�l)

Non-identical Actor Mentions: If
NonIdentical(x, y) is true for a pair of ac-
tor mentions (x, y), then x and y are unlikely to
be coreferences. This is a high confidence rule
and hence is associated with infinite weight.

NonIdentical(x, y) ⇒ ¬Coref(x, y).

Actual pairs of such actor mentions are provided
as evidences to MLN. There are several cases for
identifying non-identical pairs of actor mentions.

1. Conjunctions: When two actor mentions are
conjunctions of each other, then it is highly
unlikely that they are coreferences of each
other. E.g., srdAr pV�l aOr a�y n�tAao\
n� gA\DFjF s� m� lAkAt kF। (Sardar Patel and

other leaders met Gandhiji.) Here, evidence pro-
vided to the MLN is:

NonIdentical(srdAr pV�l, a�y n�tAao\)

2. Consecutive actor mentions: If any two ac-
tor mentions appear consecutively in a sen-
tence, then these mentions are less likely to
be coreferences of each other unless both are
nominal mentions. E.g., u�ho\n� EksAno\ kF
sm-yAao\ ko smJA। (He understood the diffi-

culties of the farmers.)

NonIdentical(u�ho\n�, EksAno\)

E.g., v� unk� ag}j T�। (They were his elder

brothers.)

NonIdentical(v�, unk�)

3. Noun modifiers: If an actor mention is mod-
ifying (connected through a “nmod” depen-
dency relation) another actor mention, then
it is unlikely that these mentions are corefer-
ences of each other. E.g., v� Jv�rBAI pV�l
kF cOTF s\tAn T�। (He was Jhaverbhai Patel’s

fourth child.)

NonIdentical(Jv�rBAI pV�l, cOTF s\tAn)

4. Arguments of a single predicate: If two ac-
tor mentions are arguments of a single ver-
bal predicate (except copula or copula-like
verbs), then it is unlikely that these men-
tions are coreferences of each other. In other
words, such arguments represent two distinct
semantic roles of a single verbal predicate.
“Semantic Role Labelling” (SRL) is itself a
difficult problem and there are no annotated
SRL datasets for Hindi. Hence, to find argu-
ments of verbs, we use dependency parsing
as a surrogate for full-fledged SRL. An actor
mention is said to be an argument of a verb
if the verb is ancestor of the actor mention in
dependency tree and there are no other actor
mentions on the path to the verb. E.g., Fig-
ure 1 shows dependency tree for the sentence
srdAr pV�l n� u�h� kr n d�n� k� Ely�
þ�Ert EkyA। (Sardar Patel inspired them not to pay

the taxes.) Here, for the verbal predicate EkyA,
srdAr pV�l (agent) and u�h� (patient) are
its arguments. For all pairs for such argu-
ments of a single verb, we add a soft rule in
the MLN indicating that the actor mentions in
the pair do not refer to a single real life actor.53



Figure 1: Dependency tree for the example sen-
tence

10.0 NonIdentical(srdAr pV�l, u�h�)

Antecedents: For each pronoun, we identify a cer-
tain “antecedent” nominal actor mention. The an-
tecedent mention may precede the pronoun in the
current sentence or be present in the previous sen-
tence. To ensure that there is only one antecedent
(y) for each pronoun (x), we add following rule
with infinite weight:
IsAntecedent(x, y) ∧ (y 6= z) ⇒ ¬IsAntecedent(x, z).

Also, the pronoun (x) is likely to be coreferent
of this antecedent (y). We incorporate this infor-
mation with the following rule. The rule is a soft
rule because it represents a weak assumption.

5.0 IsAntecedent(x, y) ∧ PronounLike(x)
∧¬PronounLike(y) ⇒ Coref(x, y)

Consider following text fragment from a narra-
tive: EksAn a\g}�j srkAr s� kr m�\ C� V kF
mA\g kr rh� T�। tb v� srdAr pV�l s� Eml�।
(The farmers were demanding a discount in the taxes from the

British government. During that time they met Sardar Patel.)

Here, for the pronoun v� (they), we consider Ek-
sAn (farmers) as its candidate antecedent which is
its closest preceding and type-compatible nominal
actor mention. Hence, for the given example, we
add following evidence to the MLN:

IsAntecedent(v�, EksAn)

It is important to note here that even though a\g}�j
srkAr (British government) is the closest nominal
actor mention for v� (they), it gets skipped on
grounds of type incompatibility (ORG vs PER-
SON). Also, this is an inter-sentence rule which
enables us to establish inter-sentence coreference
links.

In addition to pronouns, we identify antecedents
for certain nominal actor mentions which are sim-
ilar to “definite” mentions in English. These nom-
inal actor mentions are generally preceded by a
demonstrative pronoun. E.g., k�vl tFn EryAst�\
Cowkr us lOh p� zq n� sBF EryAsto\ ko
BArt m�\ EmlA EdyA (Leaving only three states, that

Iron Man was able to merge all others into India.) In this
example sentence, lOh p� zq (Iron Man) is a defi-
nite mention because it is preceded by a demon-
strative pronoun us (that). Hence, we find other
antecedent nominal mentions for lOh p� zq, one
of which is likely to be its coreferent.

3.3 Inference

First, an MLN is created for a given narrative
using the above-mentioned rules and evidences.
Then, we run marginal inference in this MLN for
the query predicate Coref(x, y). We select ac-
tor mention pairs (x, y) for which probability of
Coref(x, y) is above a certain threshold. These
pairs represent coreference links. We further add
additional links so as to ensure transitivity of
coreferences and get final coreference clusters.

4 Experimentation Details

In this section, we explain the datasets, ground
truth creation, the experimental setup, evaluation
methodology and results with their analysis.

4.1 Datasets

We select four narratives from Hindi Wikipedia
each corresponding to an important event or per-
son in India’s history and employ them as the
datasets for our experiments. Table 3 describes ba-
sic statistics about the four datasets.

The raw Wikipedia text contained multiple is-
sues which we corrected by performing some ba-
sic cleaning. The steps involved are as follows.

• Spelling correction: We observed multiple
instances of incorrect spellings for words
which we corrected manually by hand. For
instance, the word nbAv (nabaw) was used a
few times in place of intended word nvAb
(nawab).

• Spelling normalization: For difficult names
like EsrAj� dOlA (Sirajudaulah) a single
spelling was fixed and its multiple variations
were normalized to the chosen canonical
one. We also did this for names occurring
with incorrect spellings. For example, we
replaced the incorrect pF. vF. m�nn (P. V.

Menon) with the correct utterance vF. pF. m�nn
(V. P. Menon)

• Sentence splitting: The sentence end marker
in Hindi is the purn viram sign । which is54



Dataset #Sentences #Words #Actor
Mentions

sardar3 90 1459 305
plassey4 70 1214 243
shivaji5 70 1224 256
emergency6 56 1221 197

Table 3: Dataset details7

different from the English full stop (.) mak-
ing it an unambiguous sentence end marker.
Sentence splitting can thus be performed eas-
ily by splitting on “। ” i.e. the purn viram
followed by a space. However, at multiple
places in the Wikipedia text sentences were
either ending abruptly without an end marker
or the next sentence started right behind the
marker without any space. These cases were
handled by splitting sentences manually.

• Wiki meta-data removal: The narratives were
obtained directly from the Wikipedia articles
available on the web and hence, Wikipedia
meta-data such as reference numbers, bullets,
inline links, etc. were present. These un-
wanted characters were also removed.

Apart from the four Hindi Wikipedia based
datasets, we use another dataset IIITH Hindi
Coreference (Dakwale, 2014; Mujadia, 2017)
dataset. Unlike the earlier four datasets, corefer-
ence annotations were available for IIITH dataset.
However, we had to manually revise the annota-
tions due to the following reasons:

• The dataset contains annotations for non-
actor mentions as well. E.g., EPSm mho(sv
m�\ þkAf JA kF EPSm aphrZ kA BF
þFEmyr honA h{। is EPSm m�\ EbpAfA
bs� n� BF btOr aEBn�/F kAm EkyA h{।
(In the film festival, Prakash Jha’s film Apaharan also

has its premier. Bipasha Basu has acted in the movie

as a lead actress.) Hence, we discarded the non-
actor mentions like EPSm mho(sv (film festi-

val), EPSm (film) and aphrZ (Apaharan).

• The dataset did not annotate entity types
(PERSON, ORGANIZATION or LOCA-

3https://hi.wikipedia.org/wiki/v¥B BAI pV�l
4https://hi.wikipedia.org/wiki/ÚAsF kA phlA y� �
5https://hi.wikipedia.org/wiki/EfvAjF
6https://hi.wikipedia.org/wiki/aApAtkAl (BArt)
7The datasets and ground truth will be made available if

the paper gets accepted.

TION) for the mentions. Hence, we added
actor types for all the actor mentions.

We manually revised annotations for 10 news arti-
cles out of the 275 news articles contained in the
original dataset. These 10 new articles amounted
to 156 sentences, 3412 words and 463 actor men-
tions.

4.2 Developing Ground Truth
An important part in the development of the
ground truth is identification of actor mentions of
the three types: named entities, generic NPs and
pronouns for each dataset. The following tagging
guidelines were set for guiding the actor mention
identification.

• Tag all named entities occurring as sepa-
rate noun phrases. For example, The phrase
mhA(mA gA\DF (Mahatma Gandhi) needs to be
tagged in mhA(mA gA\DF k� EvcAro\ s� v�
þ�Ert h� e । (He was inspired by Mahatma Gandhi’s

thoughts.)

• Tag all named entities occurring as part of a
noun phrase even if the whole noun phrase
is not a PERSON, LOCATION or ORGA-
NIZATION. For example, bArXolF (Bardoli)

needs to be tagged in bArXolF s(yAg}h m�\
pV�l kA mh(vp� Z yogdAn rhA। (Patel had a

pivotal role in the Bardoli Satyagraha.)

• Tag all generic NPs and pronouns which re-
fer to PERSONs, LOCATIONs and ORGA-
NIZATIONs.

• Tagging of certain generic NPs needs to be
carried out depending on the context they oc-
cur in and the noun they modify. For ex-
ample, in the sentence up-þDAnm\/F sr-
dAr pV�l n� BArt ko joXn� kA kEWn
pEr�m EkyA । (Deputy Prime Minister Sar-

dar Patel performed the difficult hardwork for unit-

ing India.), the generic phrase up-þDAnm\/F
(Deputy Prime Minister) behaves as an adjecti-
val modifier to srdAr pV�l (Sardar Patel) and
hence, the whole phrase up-þDAnm\/F sr-
dAr pV�l (Deputy Prime Minister Sardar Patel)

gets marked as a single mention. However
in the sentence BArt k� up-þDAnm\/F sr-
dAr pV�l n� EryAst EvBAg kA gWn kFyA
। (India’s Deputy Prime Minister, Sardar Patel consti-

tuted the States Ministry.), the generic phrase up-
þDAnm\/F would be tagged separately as it is55



being modified by the phrase BArt k� (In-

dia’s). So, four segments should be marked
from the sentence namely BArt (India), up-
þDAnm\/F (Deputy Prime Minister), srdAr pV�l
(Sardar Patel) and EryAst EvBAg (States Min-

istry).

Another important part of the ground truth is an-
notating a canonical mention for each actor men-
tion to which it resolves to. Each canonical men-
tion represents a cluster of actor mentions in which
each mention is a coreference of other mentions.
Also along with each actor mention, the type of
the actor (PERSON, LOCATION or ORGANIZA-
TION) is also specified by the annotator.

Four annotators were employed for creation of
ground truth data. Each annotator tagged one
dataset and then cross verified it with one other an-
notator. Tricky cases were discussed and resolved
unanimously making sure the tagging guidelines
were met and all annotators agree.

4.3 Experimental Setup

To tune the set of rules and their weights in the
MLNs, we use the sardar dataset as a develop-
ment dataset. The rest three datasets are only used
for experimentation and reporting results. Also, as
the main aim of the paper is to perform corefer-
ence resolution, we use the mentions identified in
the text as a part of the ground truth as a starting
point and run the MLN based algorithm to resolve
these gold mentions.

To capture linguistic knowledge for predicates
of the MLN we need the dependency parse of
Hindi sentences. We used the Parsey Universal
parser8, available as part of the Google’s Syn-
taxnet toolkit, which is a state-of-the-art open
source dependency parser for 40 different lan-
guages.

For the implementation of the MLN, we use
the open source MLN inference engine known as
tuffy9 (Niu et al., 2011). It supports marginal and
MLE based inference. We use marginal inference
in tuffy implemented through the MC-SAT algo-
rithm with number of samples as 100. As this is
an approximate inference, we run the inference for
each narrative five times and report results aver-
aged over the five runs.

8https://github.com/tensorflow/models/
blob/master/research/syntaxnet/g3doc/
universal.md

9http://i.stanford.edu/hazy/tuffy/

Dataset Setting MUC B3 CEAFe Avg

sardar
B1 74.63 59.33 50.57 61.51
B2 70.55 69.67 63.57 67.93
MLN 73.35 71.98 66.05 70.46

plassey
B1 72.3 53.03 47.93 57.75
B2 62.36 61.39 62.74 62.16
MLN 68.09 63.33 63.31 64.91

shivaji
B1 71.92 57.01 55.50 61.48
B2 70.96 70.20 69.02 70.06
MLN 71.07 70.00 65.88 68.98

emergency
B1 70.14 46.25 45.17 53.85
B2 62.52 62.95 61.35 62.27
MLN 62.93 63.62 62.83 63.12

IIIT-H
B1 67.53 53.51 42.84 54.62
B2 59.24 50.42 38.81 49.49
MLN 64.25 55.88 45.00 55.04

Table 4: F1 measures according to various metrics

4.4 Baselines and Evaluation

We developed following baseline approaches for
Coreference Resolution of actor mentions:

1. B1: Here, a pair of actor mentions are said
to be coreferences of each other if: i) they
are lexically similar or ii) one of the mentions
is pronoun and other is its type-compatible
closest antecedent. Final coreference clusters
are obtained by getting a transitive closure of
such corefering pairs.

2. B2: This baseline uses the linguistic rules
proposed by Patil et al. (2018). None of
these rules capture any inter-sentence relation
among actor mentions.

We evaluated the output of our MLN based sys-
tem using three metrics widely used in the litera-
ture to report coreference resolution results. They
are the MUC (Vilain et al., 1995), the B3 (Bagga
and Baldwin, 1998) and the CEAFe (Luo, 2005)
metrics.

Table 4.4 reports the results obtained on the four
datasets. It is important to note here that the ap-
proach proposed is unsupervised. Hence, the ob-
tained accuracies are encouraging and entail fur-
ther exploration.

4.5 Analysis

In Table 4, we report the comparative performance
of our approach (MLN) with baselines. Our ap-
proach outperforms baseline B1 on all datasets
and baseline B2 (Patil et al., 2018) on 4 out of 5
datasets. Even though baseline B2 is also based
on MLN, our approach uses a richer set of rules
such as:56



• Using the antecedent rule which enables us to
link inter-sentential coreferences to a moder-
ate extent. However, baseline B2 only uses
intra-sentence rules.

• Finding antecedents not only for pronouns
but also for definite mentions

• Using SRL-like predicate-arguments for
identifying non-identical actor mentions

In general, English coreference resolution tech-
niques exploit gender and number compatibility in
addition to entity type compatibility. However, in
Hindi, we observed that gender and number com-
patibility do not hold in large number of cases. As
an example, the pronoun v� (they / he) may refer to
the singular mention srdAr pV�l (Sardar Patel) or
the plural mention EksAno\ (farmers) depending on
the context. This is an example of a Hindi-specific
phenomenon of using plurals to indicate respect
(aAdrATF bh� vcn). Similarly, the pronoun u�h�\
(him / her) may refer to either the masculine mention
s\jy gA\DF (Sanjay Gandhi) or the feminine mention
i\EdrA gA\DF (Indira Gandhi) depending on the con-
text.

We also observed that considering only the
nearest nominal actor mention as the antecedent,
is not always correct. For example, in the sentence
lAl� þsAd yAdv k� sAl� s� BAq yAdv n� un
pr glt EVkV EvtrZ kA aArop lgAyA (Lalu

Prasad Yadav’s brother-in-law Subash Yadav accused him of

incorrect candidacy allocation.), the pronoun un (him /

her) actually refers to lAl� þsAd yAdv (Lalu Prasad

Yadav) and not s� BAq yAdv (Subash Yadav) which is
the closest type-compatible actor mention. This
requires further exploration on using multiple pre-
ceding actor mentions as antecedents.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we focussed on resolving corefer-
ences of actor mentions in Hindi narrative text.
The proposed approach is linguistically grounded
and uses Markov Logic Networks (MLN). The
MLN framework proved to effective in represent-
ing various pieces of information characterizing
linguistic knowledge relevant to coreference res-
olution. Unlike neural or other supervised ap-
proaches, our approach does not need a large
amount of coreference annotated data. We also
contributed four new datasets annotated with ac-
tor mentions and their coreferences. Our approach

outperformed two baselines including a strong re-
cent one developed for English narrative text.

In future, we plan to build an end-to-end system
which first identifies actor mentions and then re-
solves coreferences among them. We also intend
to analyze the robustness of our rules in this sce-
nario of using predicted actor mentions.
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